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Leawo MTS/M2TS Converter lets you convert MTS and M2TS videos to various formats,
e.g. AVI, MP4, WMV, MOV, MPG, FLV, and RMVB, to meet different demands of edit,
playback and application. This powerful MTS/M2TS video converter supports videos recorded
by Sony Hard Drive Camcorders and other recording equipments. It supports up to 1080p
video resolution with synchronization of audio and video upon any format output.

The program also provides handy video edit features. You can trim MTS/M2TS video length,
crop video size for different screen display, add image and text watermarks and adjust video
brightness, contrast, saturation, etc. You can also configure more settings like video bit rate,
frame rate, audio channel, etc. to get desired outputs.

Key Features

Convert MTS/M2TS video to all common formats
This MTS/M2TS video converter can convert MTS and M2TS video recorded by HD
camcorders to many popular formats, e.g. AVI, MP4, WMV, MKV, RMVB, FLV, MPG, MOV,
VOB, 3GP.

High-speed MTS/M2TS to video conversion
You can convert MTS/M2TS videos in a batch to save your effort while the program has been
optimized for multiprocessing to save your time.

Make MTS/M2TS video playable on gadgets
This MTS/M2TS conversion tool provides a number of output profiles to convert MTS/M2TS
videos for playback on iPod, iPhone, PSP, Zune, Apple TV, Xbox, mobile phones and more
without hassles.

Form your desired output
You can get specific output by changing settings for conversion like video bit rate, frame rate,
audio bit rate, channel, etc. to influence the quality and file size.

Capture MTS/M2TS screenshot
This MTS/M2TS converter lets you preview the MTS/M2TS videos and capture screenshots
easily.

Enhance video effect at will
You can enhance the brightness, contrast and saturation of the video pictures for better
display effect.

Split your favorite part from the video
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This MTS/M2TS video converter lets you get desired length of the video for conversion with
easy and precise control.

Crop video size for different screens
Leawo MTS/M2TS Video Converter offers 4:3, 16:9, pan scan crop, etc. presets to tailor the
video for screens of different resolutions and aspect ratios.

Apply text or image watermark
You can put an image or a text to the output as a watermark with flexible styles.

System Requirements

Windows 2000/XP/Vista/Win7
1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
256MB Memory (512MB or above recommended)
512MB hard disk space or above
DVD-ROM drive
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